FOREWORD

“Take care of your body with steadfast fidelity. The soul must see through these eyes alone, and if they are dim, the whole
world is clouded.” - Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
Every day, awareness about an epidemic of poor health and obesity in our society grows. At the same time, our
electronic lifestyles have taken a turn away from the conventional paradigm of sitting forever in front of a desk,
typing away at a desktop computer, as the newest generations of mobile Web enabled devices create a revolutionary
way for people to interact over the Internet from virtually anywhere in the world.
This powerful dynamic illustrates the way forward for fitness businesses of all sizes and types. Participation in the
online communications is the best way to leverage promotional and advertising funds and achieve elevated levels of
profitability for your fitness business. The Direct Marketing Association conducted a comprehensive survey of email
marketing Return On Investment, and found that for each dollar invested in the process of sending a newsletter
campaign through email channels, an amazing $43.62 was returned. This rate cannot be matched by any other
marketing approach.
When the astounding power and cost efficiency of email marketing is considered, it becomes even more surprising
that nearly half of all fitness businesses are not currently engaging their prospects through this effective channel,
and 10 percent of fitness business owners and managers claim that they have no plans to launch an email marketing
newsletter campaign at any time in the future!
If you count yourself among the fitness business owners and managers who have already experienced the value of
email and social media marketing, we at Benchmark Email encourage you to continue reaping the benefits. If you
are among those not implementing the unparalleled appeal and power of email marketing, then peruse this guide to
learn about the profitable world of online communications awaiting you.
- Curt Keller
CEO
Benchmark Email
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Introduction
The information in this white paper, Fitness: Shaping Up Your Business with Email Marketing, compiles
information and statistics about state of the art practices in email marketing for the benefit of online fitness
communications marketers. The data compiled within this paper will help individual brands boost their promotional efforts
in the following ways:
1. Obtaining perspective on how to chart and execute email and social media campaigns that will draw new 		
individuals while fortifying the commitment and reducing turnover of present ones
2. Understanding the complexities of email marketing legislation for the fitness industry sector
3. Determining and interpreting key figures and gaining insight into approaches employed by other fitness brand
marketers
4. Employing savvy email marketing solutions tailored to your fitness venture and maximizing their benefits
Brand marketers of fitness businesses around the US and Canada were asked to contribute business data to this study. The
information was gathered from all levels of the fitness sector. The information collected by this analysis can be seen in the
Fitness Email Marketing Survey section.
The leading objective of this guide is to provide topics all fitness business owners should be asking themselves about the
current and future conditions of their online marketing campaign presence.

Background
The fitness sector is comprised of a broad range of facilities, from basement yoga parlors to major
chain suburban shopping center fitness clubs. This industry has become increasingly competitive
over the last two decades and is developing quickly as more individuals express a desire to meet
their health and fitness needs. The fitness industry is not limited to specific gymnasium-type
facilities and also includes equipment suppliers, consultants, sports training, personal training as well
as children and senior onsite programs.
Given the breadth of the fitness industry, it is not surprising to learn that there are internal
variations on how various types of fitness businesses utilize email and social media marketing. Large chain operations are
heavily committed to their online communications, while some smaller businesses like onsite personal trainers may rarely
utilize the Internet to forward their business. The email marketing list sizes for the fitness industry vary widely, from just a
handful for the small businesses, which provide consulting or onsite services, to millions for the major national chains.

Fitness Business Email Marketing Statistics
Recently published studies and surveys conducted by major industry sources were the basis of statistical data contained
within this report. The data was blended with answers received from the direct surveying of fitness business owners and
managers.

Fitness Businesses that Engage In Email
Marketing
Just over half of all fitness business owners and managers claim that they engage
in email campaigns, while 36 percent report plans to utilize email marketing in the
future. Eleven percent claim no plans to engage in any form of email marketing
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newsletter campaigns in the foreseeable future. Larger and national fitness businesses are most likely to be implementing
email marketing, viewing it as fundamental to their overall promotional activities and an invaluable part of their advertising
mix. Data shows that the extremes of small and large fitness industries generate a median email marketing usage average
comparable to other industry averages.

Fitness Business Sending Frequency
The send frequency of fitness businesses is roughly split between monthly and
greater than monthly, conveying considerable flexibility in the timing of sending
email marketing newsletter campaigns. Forty-one percent send their emails more
often than monthly, while 46 percent send their newsletters on a monthly basis.
Other send rates include nine percent who send bi-monthly, three percent who
send quarterly and one percent who send seasonally or annually.

Fitness Business Content Type
When it comes to content type, fitness businesses have a clear preference for a
blended approach, with 58 percent sending both sales messaging and informational/
educational content. Twenty-seven percent opt to send information-only
newsletters, and 15 percent send sales-only emails.

How Fitness Businesses Obtain Email
Subscribers
Fifty-one percent of fitness industry subscriber lists are made up of current
clients; 22 percent of the list is subscribers gathered through promotional
listings; 19 percent came from the Web; public promotional events make up
seven percent of the total; and one percent comes from purchased and supplied
leads.

Typical Fitness Business Email Subscriber
List Size
Eighteen percent of all fitness businesses possess a list size of less than 500
subscribers. Thirty-one percent have a list size between 500 and 1,000; 38
percent state a list size between 1,000 and 3,000. Only nine percent reported a
list size of 3,000 to 5,000; four percent claimed more than 5,000.

Fitness Business List Segments
Twenty-nine percent of fitness businesses reported participation in email segmentation
procedures. The remaining 71 percent do not currently segment their lists.
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Email Open Rates for Fitness Business
Campaigns
Seventy-eight percent of surveyed fitness owners and managers reported they
had statistics on their email open rates. Ten percent claim open rates of less than
15 percent; 17 percent stated open rates between 15 and 25 percent; 30 percent
reported an open metric between 25 and 40 percent; and 21 percent claim an open
rate of more than 40 percent.

Versus Industry Open Rates
The open rates for fitness businesses, at 29.8 percent, conform to the average
of other industries. Although the rate is slightly higher than the overall
median, it is still below other categories.

Fitness Business Subscriber Click-Through
Rates
Thirty-nine percent of all fitness business owners and managers are aware of
their click-through rates. Fifteen percent report a click-through of less than five
percent; 19 percent state theirs between 5 and 10 percent; 14 percent state their
rate to be between 10 and 15 percent; and 13 percent report a rate of more than
15 percent.

Versus Industry Click-Through Rates
According to the statistical data in this report, industry click-through rates are
extremely high for fitness businesses at 8.6 percent. This compares favorably
with the 7.9 percent rate claimed by the food sector and is exactly double the
overall industry average of 4.3 percent.

Fitness Industry Discussion
The Fitness industry is made up of a very wide spectrum of businesses, and many have a measure of overlap into other
commercial sectors. Some of the main fitness business categories include:
• Alternative Medicine Suppliers
• Athletic Facilities
• Athletic Machine Suppliers
• Bicycling and Spinning
• Boot Camps
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• Camps
• Climbing Wall Suppliers
• Equipment Exchanges
• Equipment Rentals
• Equipment Repair and Maintenance
• Equipment Suppliers
• Full Service Health Clubs
• Hot Tubs and Spas
• Indoor Gaming
• Lifestyle Coaching
• Martial Arts
• Massage Provision
• Nutritional Consulting
• Nutritional Supplements
• Outdoor Gaming
• Personal Trainers
• Private Residential Health Clubs
• Scholastic Sports
• Shoes and Gym Equipment
• Specialized Aerobic Clubs
• Specialized Sports Clubs
• Specialized Weightlifting Clubs
• Sporting Facilities
• Sporting Team Supply
• Training Consulting
• Weight Loss Consulting
• Wellness Consulting
• Wellness Product Suppliers
• Yoga and Pilates
There are a number of fitness businesses only present within the commercial sector, such as athletic machine suppliers,
climbing wall suppliers, shoes and gym equipment distributors, specialized clubs and the full service health clubs. Martial
arts can also be categorized within the sports sector, while hot tubs and spas also belong in the home improvement
category and alternative medicine suppliers could be termed pharmaceutical. Weight loss consulting deals primarily with
dieting, while nutritional consulting can also be seen as a service for the malnourished or undernourished. Yoga is also
contained within the fitness industry and completely outside of it, as yoga can be categorized as a religious or faith-based
pursuit.
Some fitness categories better lend themselves to the implementation of an email marketing newsletter campaign better
than others. Fitness businesses that deal in bicycling, camps, hot tubs and spas as well as massage appeal to a horizontal
demographic, as the audience for services like purchasing a Jacuzzi hot tub spa or getting a massage is universal. However,
fitness businesses dealing more with audience-specific topics, such as personal trainers, yoga and Pilates, martial arts, as
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well as specialized aerobics, sports and weightlifting clubs, are targeting a more vertical demographic. Only very specific
individuals are interested in personal training, or wish to learn and practice the dynamics of martial arts or weightlifting.
Even within the vertical categories, an understanding of customer profiles must be gained to properly configure email
newsletter campaigns for ultimate success. For example, wellness consulting and wellness product suppliers may not
necessarily appeal to all individuals interested in conventional physical fitness. Similarly, alternative medicine suppliers
do not necessarily only appeal to physically fit individuals. Boot camps can cater to people who wish to become more
physically fit, or they may be set up to provide drug and alcohol rehab services, or even instill discipline among young
offenders to keep them from committing more crimes.
Fine tuning an email marketing campaign to the specific readership is a keystone of success
for any fitness business: everyone wears shoes, but not everyone is in the market for
an expensive specialized training shoe or basketball shoe. Therefore, it is imperative for
every fitness business owner or manager to segment their audience into sections and
then approach each group with offerings specifically designed to appeal to them. Pitching
the wrong product at a segment is not only a waste of time and effort, it can alienate the
subscriber to your email campaign when it seems missives are missing vital engagement
through relevance - which is at the heart of every successful online promotional strategy. Once you understand your
customer profiles, then you can launch a targeted marketing campaign.
So how can fitness business managers and owners obtain new email addresses in the first place? Some of the locations
where fitness businesses historically gather email addresses include:
• At community events
• At fitness and health fairs, trade shows and expos
• At sports events
• At the customer service desk through a business card drop
• At track and field events
• By sponsoring little league and other local teams
• By training staff to ask for the email address in person & on the phone
• From collaborative local businesses in the general health and wellness field
• Via a guestbook
• Via their website signup page
Each email address needs to be collected in conjunction with explicit permission from the prospect to be placed on your
email subscription list. As long as you collect subscribers ethically and legally, your list will continue to grow and provide
new opportunities for critical segmentation, which in turn will drive sales, memberships and overall profitability.

Fitness Business Email Marketing Goals
Whether you operate a tiny, inner city boxing club or a large suburban fitness center complete with multiple indoor pools,
your email marketing plan should be designed to provide a stream of prospects to your door by attracting every level of
customer. Each type of client must be catered to in a specific manner best suited to encourage their repeat business.
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Short Term Goals
A professionally engineered email marketing campaign focused to meet the full requirements of your specific fitness
business, as well as your own personal preferences, can be these types of results in the short term:
• Customer participation in additional events and occurrences
• Find new customers

+

• Location loyalty
• Extend online presence and authority

+

+

• Location recognition
• Same quarter sales
• Word of mouth

Long Term Goals
Fitness businesses may anticipate that a long-term email marketing newsletter campaign will produce:
• Enterprise loyalty

1.0

• Expansion of customer base
0.8

• Gaining competitive advantage
• Higher traffic for a broader range of products and services

0.6

• Increased cooperation from suppliers and related businesses
		 (information, fixture, equipment and supply wholesalers)

0.4

• Online authority translating to sector market leadership

0.2

• Trade Media visibility

0.0

• Year on year sales
An email marketing newsletter campaign will have extensive effects on every aspect of your operations. In order for your
email campaign to appeal to your business’ “perfect match” client, meticulous attention must be paid to the following
factors.

Implementation
Email marketing for fitness businesses differs from traditional forms of advertising placed in the conventional media such
as newspapers, magazines, radio, television and Yellow Page listings. One of the most important differences is the legal
criterion applied to email marketing, as described below.

Compliance
Every fitness business collects business cards or has some forms of physical signup sheet to collect information about
their members. However, email addresses gleaned through those means cannot be directly input into your subscriber list
without the express and documented consent of the client.
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CAN-SPAM Violations Are Serious
In the US, legislation covering email marketing is called CAN-SPAM Act and lays out clear
standards for email marketing business operations. The legislation is based on the capability of
any subscriber to opt out of your list at their first request. Violations of the CAN-SPAM Act are
extremely serious and can lead to heavy fines and prison terms.

Unsubscriber Facilitation
As soon as a subscriber informs you they no longer want to receive your email newsletters, you must remove them
from the list immediately. Your fitness business must ensure the process to unsubscribe is easy to locate, easy to use and
immediately effective. Failing to act upon an unsubscribe request and continuing to send email to an individual who has
opted out is a serious violation of federal law.

Bouncing Email Management
Three things can happen when you send an email:
1. Success: The email was delivered as intended
2. Soft Bounce: The email was delayed because of an issue with transmission to the address inbox
3. Hard Bounce: The email cannot be delivered because the address is unknown or blocked
In both bouncing scenarios, you will be provided with a notice by an Internet function called a Mailer
Daemon. When the bounce is soft, the problem most likely lies outside of your control. If you receive
a continued soft bounce, try to contact the customer through other means to inform them of the
problem. When the bounce is hard and you continue to send mail to that address, ISPs recognize
you as a spammer. Continuous spamming will land your fitness organization on a blacklist, making it
impossible for you to send any email at all.

Privacy Policy
Do not ever copy a competitor’s privacy policy and paste it to your own site, even when your business units seem similar.
Your privacy policy should be drafted by a fitness business attorney to ensure clear coverage of the activities you engage in
during the course of your online business.

Segmenting Your List
Segmentation is an extremely important procedure many fitness business owners fail to implement. Simply sending
out exactly the same email newsletter to every customer on your list does not take into consideration their personal
demographics or behavior patterns. By applying segmentation techniques and then composing your email newsletter
content around your findings, you more precisely appeal to your customer’s needs and propose the exact types of
equipment, facilities, programs, refreshments and training schedules they are most interested in.

Ongoing Content Testing
Professional email marketers are well aware of the necessity to conduct ongoing testing of their campaign content. One of
the most common tests is called an A/B split, where identical newsletters are sent out to a particular segment of the list
with just one element changed, such as the subject line, an image or the position of a link. By comparing how these two
different newsletters performed, you can gain insight into what your fitness business customers are responding to and
continue to refine your content through further testing.
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Obtaining Your Customer’s Personal Data
Most of your customers do not want to divulge personal information unless it is absolutely necessary. In the fitness
business, you are in a better position than most, as providing details about age and physical condition is a matter of course
when filling out a membership or fitness evaluation form. Every bit of information about any customer who has agreed to
receive your newsletters is critical, as each line on your forms is a new opportunity to further segment your list.

Analyzing Your Customer’s Behavior Patterns
The primary metrics for determining the success of your email marketing campaign are open and
click-through rates. Some customers may refuse to open your emails at all. Continued sends to
these email addresses are not likely to change the behavior pattern, so these individuals are best
deleted from your list. Other customers may open and read your emails but habitually fail to
respond to the call to action and generate a click-through. These clients should not be deleted
from the list, since they are reading your emails and responding to your fitness business in other
ways. The most responsive group both reads and clicks through to your landing page; these are
the clients who are most valuable (from an email marketing standpoint).

Best Email Practices
Your email marketing campaigns must adhere to best email practices in order to minimize complaints and boost your
fitness business’ bottom line. Subject lines and preheaders should be carefully crafted; mobile and PC browser display
capabilities should be accounted for in your email template; and you should provide multiple landing pages containing highly
targeted content specifically suited for your segmentation and A/B split testing activities.

Benchmark as Your Fitness Business’ Email Marketing Partner
Quickly & Thoroughly Renew Your Email Campaign Strategy
Your fitness business can benefit by collaborating with the top industry professionals at Benchmark
Email to reach out to your customers at an extremely reasonable cost. Benchmark Email is a leader
in email marketing service providers and relied upon by over 73,000 satisfied customers. Based on
their years of experience serving fitness businesses around the world, Benchmark Email has created a
Fitness Email Marketing Solution that will implement every effort to ensure your integrated email and
social media marketing efforts are fully achieved.
Return On Investment (ROI) is the criteria for any business expenditure, and Benchmark Email’s efficient Do It Yourself
Web-based solution for Fitness businesses integrates a straightforward online interface with the most advanced email
marketing and social media promotion to provide you with the highest achievable ROI. Engaging your customers through
Benchmark Email’s state of the art DIY solution will allow you to gauge exactly what the actual value of email marketing is
to your fitness business.

Choose to Have Benchmark Email’s Top Marketing Experts Do It
All for You
The experienced fitness business manager or owner knows when to call in the professionals: Choose to adopt an
autopilot strategy when it comes to your email marketing campaigns by delegating the total task to the seasoned experts
at Benchmark Email. Your fitness business can launch itself into the next phase of email marketing by participating in
Benchmark Email’s exclusive We Do It for You Full Service Email Marketing process. This service allows Benchmark Email’s
top professionals to tackle the functions of your very own direct email and social media marketing needs.
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The email and social media marketing professionals at Benchmark Email will
implement techniques to meet and exceed your campaign goals. They will
create custom-fitted templates containing exciting and relevant graphics
that accurately display across media platforms. You will readily understand
Benchmark Email’s Real Time Email Reports, which provide you with
a straightforward bird’s eye view of all current and historical campaign
performance metrics so you can make accurate determinations about your
progress at every step of the way. Your online email liaisons will ensure that
your business is vividly featured on the most highly trafficked social networks
by supplying a broad spectrum of placements and facilitations, including publishing your current newsletter links on your
own Twitter page.

Industry Standard Features
Whether you choose Benchmark Email’s easy Do It Yourself or the fully comprehensive We Do It for You service, your
fitness business will benefit from these advanced features:
Advanced Message Scheduling – Your email communications can be set up to send at any time and on any date.
By applying sophisticated autoresponders, Benchmark Email can schedule a series of timers that correlate with particular
events such as a renewal or any anniversary date of your choosing.
Comprehensive Video Integration – Benchmark Email’s advanced offerings include a video email process allowing
for multimedia integration into your email template while minimizing file sizes.
Contact List Management – Benchmark Email’s list management service can assist you in streamlining and segmenting
your subscriber lists so you can target customer categories based on demographic, geographic and behavior characteristics.
Creating & Focusing Campaigns – The seasoned professionals at Benchmark Email will provide expert services for
all facets of your email marketing newsletter campaign to ensure that you receive the most effective and successful results
possible.
Delivery Assurance – Your fitness business will benefit from Benchmark Email’s reliable
delivery rate, made possible by our strict adherence to best practices and extensive anti-spam
features.
Expertise & Technology – The technical infrastructure devised and operated by Benchmark Email is unsurpassed and
allows for any form of email, including plain text, HTML and video, will be promptly delivered to your customer’s inbox.
Full Tracking Reports Incorporating Visual Graphs – Benchmark Email provides extensive email tracking
reports featuring graphics and basic language so that comprehensive statistics are easy to understand at just a glance.
High Volume Plans – Should your fitness business’ subscription list exceed 100,000 individual addresses, Benchmark
Email can apply a series of advanced performance technologies to facilitate your large scale sends with our High Volume
Plans.
Polls & Surveys – Developing a custom-tailored set of client participation forms is the basis to obtaining key data
on your fitness business customers. Benchmark Email harnesses state of the art polling and surveying methodologies to
provide you with the most extensive data available.
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Social Media Tools – Benchmark Email provides extensive social networking integration on such major
sites such as Twitter and Facebook to promote your marketing message as widely as possible and garner
the maximum number of “Shares” and “Likes.”
Templates – The highly experienced programming, graphics and content experts at Benchmark Email
can offer hundreds of finely developed and effective email templates to incorporate any form of graphics
or video you desire. If you have specific needs for your email marketing templates, a custom created template can be
prepared for your exclusive use.

Benchmark Email Understands Your Fitness Business
One of the foremost priorities in conducting an effective and successful email
marketing newsletter campaign is to engage in a continuous effort of subscrip-tion list building through these key vectors:
• Community involvement and volunteering
• Concert, sports and other mass events
• Dance classes
• Holiday promotions
• Local and regional promotions
• Promoting word of mouth
• Social events
• Supplier co-ops
• Sweepstakes and contests
• Team sponsorships

Results
Just a few of the beneficial traffic-related results available to fitness businesses when they engage in the complete spectrum
of Benchmark Email’s fitness package of services include:
• Cost / Benefit analysis
• Ease of information exchange
• Professional liaison
• Quick launch
• Scalability
• Sustainability

Analyze How Your Fitness Business Can Profit from Benchmark
Email’s Services
By presenting a marketing service package designed to meet the requirements of your fitness business, Benchmark Email
can implement a series of online functions to increase the power and reach of your email marketing campaigns. Choose
the option best suited to your preferences and requirements: The Do It Yourself package is a capable, flexible and
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comprehensive service, while the We Do It for You package encompasses every
function necessary for email marketing newsletter success and places the entire
campaign in the care of Benchmark Email’s professional online marketing experts.
When you open the doors of your fitness facility to find brand new fitness
aficionados ready to get in and get healthy, you will be happy that you trusted
Benchmark Email’s Fitness Email Marketing Services with the important task
of taking care of every aspect of your email and social media promotions. The
world is tuned in to online communications and your customers are waiting
for you to reach them with how they can get fitter and feel better by availing
themselves of your fitness services!
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About Benchmark Email
Take powerful features by the dozen, sophisticated list management, hundreds of email templates, ultra-precise reports and
dazzling email and video email. Now, package all that together for an extremely affordable price. Sound appealing? That’s us.
There’s a reason – or 100 – that more than 73,000 users trust us with their email marketing campaigns. With a second-tonone feature set, headache-free tools that make every campaign a snap and extremely reasonable price plans, we’re the email
marketing service for businesses of all shapes and sizes.
At Benchmark, we’re more than email marketing experts, we’re innovators. Our main aim is to perfect our email marketing
service, but we also follow social networking, search engine optimization (SEO) and Web 2.0 just so our 100% Web-based
software is completely compatible with the ever-changing Internet world.
No other service gives you this robust, standard range of features for just $9.95 a month to start. Find out for yourself by
enrolling in our free, 30 day trial www.benchmarkemail.com/register.

CONTACT US
Contact Benchmark Email
We welcome your feedback and would love to talk with you about your email marketing needs. Please contact us at the
addresses below.
Website: http://www.benchmarkemail.com/
Call: 800.430.4095
Email: sales@benchmarkemail.com
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